Epileptic spasms and partial seizures as a single ictal event.
To investigate the phenomenon of epileptic spasms (ESs) associated with other seizure types in a single ictal event and to study the predictive value of this phenomenon regarding etiology and prognosis. We selected retrospectively eight female and five male patients, who had ESs and other seizure types within a single seizure event and for whom a video-EEG recording of the phenomenon was performed in at least one situation. The seizure type associated with ESs was a partial seizure in all patients. We identified three groups with different seizure patterns regarding the temporal association of ES and partial seizures (PSs): (a) PS followed by ES; (b) PS appearing during a cluster of ESs without interrupting the cluster; and (c) complex seizure interaction with a succession of ESs and PSs in a close but variable temporal association. Underlying disorders included cortical dysplasia (three patients), complex cerebral malformations (two patients), and perinatal anoxic-ischemic injuries (two patients); four cases were classified as cryptogenic, and in two children, etiology was unknown, but prenatal origin was suspected. Outcome was poor in nine cases with intractable epilepsy; four cases had a favorable outcome, defined as complete cessation of epileptic seizures. The phenomenon of associated ESs and PSs as a single ictal event can be related to different etiologies and should not be considered distinctive for cortical malformations or severe brain damage. Different seizure patterns of associated ESs and PSs provide no hint for etiology or prognosis. Outcome is prevalently but not constantly unfavorable in patients with the phenomenon.